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Integrate B2B Commerce 
with CPQ to unlock its true 
potential and sell solutions 
smartly and effectively

Transforming
B2B Business
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The B2B commerce ecosystem has experienced substantial growth since the pandemic in 2020, facilitated 

by the ever-evolving technology landscape. Businesses have recognized the importance of digital adoption 

to streamline interactions, personalize experiences, optimize operations, foster collaboration, and form 

effective partnerships with other enterprises.  The existing macroeconomic conditions and geopolitical 

tensions compel businesses to find ways to reduce operational costs, improve productivity, and realize 

greater returns from investments.

B2B brands are looking to enhance their sales and improve their productivity by leveraging digital 

solutions. They require solutions to optimize their sales processes, accelerate quote to cash cycle and 

enable cross-functional synergies between enterprises. Integrating B2B commerce with CPQ can provide 

exactly that. With the combined power of B2B commerce and CPQ, organizations can provide a seamless 

buying experience to their B2B buyers. The integration facilitates businesses to manage product catalogs, 

configure products based on their needs, apply ideal pricing models, and generate quotes effectively. This 

leads to faster sales cycles and improved customer relationships.

Data Governance
& Security

• Maintaining the
security and
governance of
sensitive
information is
crucial.

• Implementing
role-based access
controls and
regular security
audits is tedious.

Higher
Maintenance

• Higher
customizations
cause high
technical debt.

• Inflexible system
and complex
changes add to the
maintenance
requirements.

Inaccurate
Data

• Price lists may be
old, or the data
doesn’t update
automatically.

• Data may be
inaccurate, with
incorrect quotes,
pricing,
configurations,
etc.

Agility in
Dynamic Landscape

• Adapting to
changing market
conditions and
introducing new
products requires
flexibility.

• Sales teams must
be equipped with
the right tools to
recommend
complex
configurations.

Complex Product
Structure

• Translating
intricate product
offerings featuring
multiple options,
bundles, and
pricing tiers into
complex

• Defining clear
rules for
configuration
management is
crucial.

Swift Quoting
Demands

• B2B buyers expect
rapid response
times for
quotations.

• Quotes must
adhere to
business rules and
compliance
standards

Implementation challenges in B2B Commerce with CPQ

In the new wave of digital commerce, many B2B businesses are looking to adopt a B2C/D2C commerce 

experience. This entails moving dependency from human interaction to an online B2B commerce model. 

Organizations want to empower their sales representatives to manage quotes and contracts quickly. This 

will reduce the cost to serve, making it simpler and faster for them to sell and support efficiently.



Introducing LTIMindtree’s B2B Commerce 
QuoteXpress solution
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Features and customizations present in the B2B enhanced storefront

Our Salesforce B2B Commerce QuoteXpress solution offers pre-configured features, enabling businesses to 

roll out an integrated solution to:

• Let sales representatives finalize quotes and allow customers to complete orders

• Maintain a single source of truth for products and pricing data in CPQ and B2B Commerce

The Enhanced Storefront has over 10 best-in-class UI enhancements and features to kick-start your B2B 

commerce experience. In addition, it leverages all out-of-the-box capabilities and feature widgets. The quick 

start includes our B2B implementation library, which includes detailed requirements of out-of-the-box B2B 

commerce features, functionality, and configuration guides. It can be used as a starting point for new 

implementations and onboarding new team members onto the platform. 

Some indicative features and customizations present in the B2B enhanced storefront include:

“OOB” storefront Full enablement of
storefront features Pre-built customizationsAdded stylesheet

starter package

Global
• Enhanced Header
• Mini-Cart Header Widget
• Enhanced Loading Animation
• Back-to-top
• Category Navigation Menu                 

Bar Widget

PLP & Search
• Enhanced Grid View 
• Enhanced Section Layout UI

Checkout
• Basic 2-step checkout layout 

template
• Custom 1-step checkout                  

overrides
• Credit Card Payment Form               

template

Utility
• StorefrontMigrator360

Standard Features
• Product Catalog
• Search and Filtering
• Pricing and Entitlements
• Cart and Checkout

Widgets
• Wish Lists
• Featured & Spotlight Products
• Quick Order
• Re-Order



Interested?
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Building the foundation for success with our B2B Commerce                                             
QuoteXpress Solution

• Generate immediate ROI by providing an online channel for all distributors and partners

• Let sales representatives finalize quotes and allow customers to complete orders

• Establish a single source of truth for products and pricing data in CPQ and B2B Commerce

• Help sales reps sell more and create quotes more efficiently and suggest complementary products 

related to the products on their quotes

• Develop a foundation for growth to implement distribution and selling channels across other                          

business units

To learn more about how LTIMindtree’s B2B Commerce QuoteXpress solution can help your business get to 

the future faster, please get in touch with us at info@ltimindtree.com. We would be glad to connect                 

with you.

Inventory
Management

Merchandising
& Marketing Guided Selling

Experience
Product
Configuration• Create a prompt

that asks sales reps
about the types of
products

• Develop customer
success-driven
quoting

• Create an
improved product
selection for sales
reps

• Make the quoting
process faster and
more accurate

Storefront
Reference
Architecture

Commerce
Engine

Contract
Amendments &
Automated
Renewals

B2B Commerce
APIs

Advance Order
Management

• Helps build a
contract to manage
recurring customer
relationship

• Creates renewal
opportunities for
upcoming deals
automatically

• Customizes renewals
pricing whether it is
contract price, list
price, or percentage
of uplift

• Keeps opportunities
up-to-date with
amendments

• Generate orders
seamlessly from
quotes to deliver
products and
services quickly

• Sync order details to
ERP for order
fulfillment

• Split quotes into
multiple orders,
managing future
dated orders, and
modifying with
point-and-click

• Manage
merchandising and
promotion, to
launch campaigns
and promotions
quickly

• Offer site search and
guided navigation to
help online shoppers
zero in on the
perfect product

• Manage product,
pricing, and catalog,
so that marketers
and merchandisers
can sync products
and pricing across
categories, catalogs,
currencies, and sites

• Organize product,
prices, and
promotions
according to
account and
account segments

• Generate error–
free quotes with
accurate stock
levels and current
pricing

• Create a better
visual
representation of
retailer products,
adjust quantities,
add discounts, and
encourage up -
selling

• Develop an
eCommerce
website easily,
using pre-designed
wireframes

• Customize
storefront themes
for a unique look

• Facilitates in-store
endless aisle and
“clienteling,” to
help in-store
shoppers find the
item

• Offers social media
extensions, to
extend commerce
into social channels
and online
communities

• Give a clear and
unified view of the
inventory to the
client in online and
offline stores

• Track and place
orders for
inventory stock
based on the
product order
history, the
product availability
in the inventory,
and shelf life

Key enablers of QuoteXpress
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